Scientific Programme - ERUS19 Lisbon

Friday 13th SWEN nightmare session / “RAMP”

Location: Auditorium I

Moderators: H.P. Beerlage, Amsterdam (NL)
R. Da Silva Formoso Rui, Lisbon (PT)

14:30 - 14:45
Case presentation
J.B.W. Rietbergen, Rotterdam (NL)

14:45 - 14:55
Communication problems and other possible threats in robot assisted surgery
H.P. Beerlage, Amsterdam (NL)

14:55 - 15:10
Case presentation
B.C. Knipscheer, Emmen (NL)

15:10 - 15:20
Attention for complication prevention as integral part of training in robot assisted surgery
W.M. Brinkman, Rotterdam (NL)